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President’s Corner
Hello MAL Members,
Welcome to FY17! I am happy to be serving as your MAL
President again. We have a great group of MAL members
serving as officers, representatives, and committee chairs
this year. I am looking forward to working with all of them. I
recently attended the FY17 RG Summit in Columbus, Ohio.
We had some conversations about this coming up year, and
I think it is going to be a great year for SWE. We have the
inaugural WE Local conferences kicking off this year in
Pittsburg, PA and San Jose, CA, along with the Society
conference in Philadelphia, PA. I hope you are able to
attend the Society conference, it is a great experience if you
have not had the opportunity. Be sure to keep an eye out for
emails from your MAL Representative about upcoming
events and other MAL and Region related items. Also check
out the MAL website and the SWE MAL Facebook page.

We have a great newsletter to
start off the new fiscal year. We
have information about the WE16
conference, a wonderful article on
connecting at conference, an
‘addicting’ article on FIRST, and
much more. We are always
looking for submissions, so if you
have a topic or idea, please let myself or Emily Ongstad
know.
Best Wishes,
Debbie Jacklitch-Kuiken
SWE FY17 MAL President
debbie_jacklitch@yahoo.com
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Meet Your FY17 MAL Officers and Reps!
MAL Officers
President—Debbie Jacklitch-Kuiken
Debbie is the Senior Compliance
Engineer at Arctic Cat in Thief River
Falls, MN. She leads compliance and
regulations for the ATV division. She is
also currently working on her master’s
degree in Mechanical Engineering at
the University of North Dakota. She
has been very active with the Members
at Large in SWE. She started off as the
MAL Representative for Region H, and
then became the Secretary for the
MALs, the Vice President, chaired the
finance assessment committee, and
then served as MAL President during
FY16. When she is not working,
studying, or participating in SWE
activities, she is a volunteer fitness
instructor teaching Tai Chi Quan and
Zumba and serving on the board of
directors for the Living at Home
program in Warren, MN, a program that
allows seniors to continue quality living
at home, and serving at Secretary for
the Grand Federation Women’s Club
Warren chapter.
Vice President—Emily Ongstad
Emily has been a MAL since moving to
southwest Virginia in 2012, and has
served as the MAL Newsletter Co-editor
since FY14. She served as MAL
Secretary in FY16. Emily was
recognized by the Outstanding MAL
Leader Award in FY14 and FY15 for
exceptional contributions to the MAL
organization.
Emily
earned
her
Bachelor’s in Biomedical Engineering
from Michigan Technological University
where she was an active member of the
SWE collegiate section. Here she
served as Vice President (2008),
Evening With Industry Chair (2006-
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2008), and Newsletter Editor (20072008). Emily received her PhD in
Bioengineering
from
Clemson
University in December 2015. She
studies the interactions of cells in the
heart and how they affect disease
outcome. Her passion is improving
treatment outcomes for patients by
engineering better therapies. Outside of
labwork and SWE, Emily enjoys being
outdoors.
Secretary—Beth Mellott
Beth Mellott currently works for Booz
Allen Hamilton. Her undergraduate
degree is in Computer Engineering from
Virginia Tech She also has a Master of
Arts in Education in Instruction and
Curriculum with an emphasis in
Instructional Technologies. Beth lives
near Charlottesville, VA with her
husband and three kids.
Treasurer—Claire Shortall
Claire Shortall (MAL-C; Pineville, LA)
joined SWE as a freshman and is a
charter member and past president of
three sections – Princeton University,
Louisiana (now Baton Rouge), and
Greater New Orleans. While a member
of Houston Area, Claire led the Gulf
Coast Region during SWE’s transition
to a regional structure. She has been a
MAL since relocating to central
Louisiana in 1986.
Her wealth of
experience includes three years as
Society treasurer, three years on the
board of trustees, and many years on
the Society’s finance committee. In her
roles as MAL membership coordinator
and the Society’s new professional
section coordinator, she has provided
guidance to other members who
successfully organized more than 30
professional sections. A life member
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since 1983, Claire was recognized as a
Distinguished New Engineer in 1984, as a Fellow
in 1995, and as a recipient of the Society’s
inaugural Distinguished Service Award in 2000.
MAL Representatives
Region A—open
Region B—Lorna Holt
Lorna Holt has worked in the natural gas industry
in gas engineering for over a decade and has an
interest in the development of renewable energy
technology. She is currently the treasurer of a
recently established environmental non-profit
known as C.L.E.A.N (CLEANNETWORK.org).
Lorna was previously a student member of SWE
in Region E, where she became a student
mentor. Recently, she re-joined SWE’s Region B
as a member at large. She is a member of
ASME, NSBE-AE and LACBPE, where she
previously served as a math and science teacher
in the Saturday morning Excell program.
Lorna obtained an MBA from the University of
Redlands in December 2015, and completed a
certificate program in energy innovation &
emerging technologies from the Stanford Center
for Professional Development. She studied
engineering physics with an emphasis on
biophysics and holds a BS in biological and
environmental
engineering
from
Cornell
University.
Region C (1)—Victoria Tinsley
Victoria graduated from Texas A&M University
with a B.S. in Chemical Engineering and a minor
in French. She started her career at Eastman
Chemical Company, where she worked as a
process improvement engineer and a technical
staff engineer. In 2008 she accepted a process
engineer position with TOTAL Petrochemicals
and Refining USA, Inc (TPRI) in Houston.
Victoria is now a senior technical service
engineer with TPRI’s Polymers Americas Group.
She provides technical expertise and leads
troubleshooting efforts for customers using
TPRI’s polymer products (polyethylene and
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polypropylene). Victoria joined SWE in college
and has been actively involved in SWE
leadership positions ever since, including being
the C049 COR Representative, a SWE
counselor, and a member of national
committees. In FY15 she is serving as the
Region C MAL Rep, the MAL Outreach
Coordinator, and the Region C Outreach Rep,
and the Region C Treasurer. Victoria also
enjoys volunteering with a number of community
service organizations.
Region C (2)—Olivia LeBlanc
Olivia LeBlanc is a Production Engineer for Olin
Corporation, Blue Cube Operations, LLC in
Freeport, TX. In her role, she is responsible for
overseeing day-to-day operations in the Texas
EDC/VCM production facility.
Olivia fist
became involved with SWE at LSU through the
collegiate section, and she graduated from LSU
in 2013 with a B.S. in Chemical Engineering.
During her time at LSU, Olivia held section
officer positions, as well as region collegiate
officer positions in FY12 and FY13. Olivia has
also been involved with the CLCC/LCC and the
Mega Issues/ Strategic Initiatives Committees for
the past few years. As a professional, Olivia has
served as the Region C Secretary and a Region
C Senator. Olivia is most proud of her work on
the SWE Work Life Integration Playbook and the
SWE Small Business Members White Paper.
Region D—Jennifer Seals Cooper
Jennifer Seals Cooper lives in North Carolina
and works for a Houston based engineering
consulting firm RCP Inc. providing engineering
support to the energy industry with an emphasis
on regulatory compliance program development
and analysis. She earned her Bachelor’s degree
in Mechanical and Industrial Engineering in 2009
from the University of Tennessee-Martin and a
Master’s of Science in Engineering Management
from the Missouri University of Science and
Technology in 2014. Jennifer has been an active
participant in the Society of Women Engineers
since her days as a student member at UTMartin. She was an active professional volunteer
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in the Rocky Mountain Section as
Region Section Representative and
Membership Committee Chair. Since
moving from the Denver area, Jennifer
has been active with SWE’s Program
Development
Grant
Committee
including chairing the committee.
Jennifer has most recently served as
Region D MAL representative in FY16
and
MAL
Website/Social
Media
Coordinator.
Region E—Beth Mellott
Region F—Brianna Sporbert
Brianna is the Director of Sourcebook
Engineering at Boyd Technologies,
located in Lee, MA. Brianna received
her Bachelor's Degree in Biomedical
Engineering in 2014, and Master's
Degree in Business Administration in
2015 from Western New England
University (WNE) as a part of a 5 year
program. During her undergraduate
experience she participated in SWE all
4 years and was a part of the group
when WNE hosted the Region F
conference in 2014. During her
experience with SWE she always
enjoyed the outreach events, and
soaking in all of the advice at the
regional conferences. In her spare time,
Brianna is a figure skating coach at the
local rinks where she teaches both
private lessons, and a synchronized
skating team. Now that she has
completed her graduate degree she is
excited to become re-engaged with the
SWE community.
Region G—Ali Anderson
Ali joined SWE at West Virginia
University in 2012. She began
volunteering at her section’s outreach
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events, such as 8th Grade Day and Girl
Scout Day. In 2013 Ali was elected
Social Chair where she collaborated
with the Professional Development
Chair to host an etiquette dinner, in
addition to planning other fun events
throughout the academic year. In 2014
WVU was selected to host the 2015
Region G conference. As Conference
Chair, Ali coordinated travel for 9
members to attend the Societal
Conference in Los Angeles, lead a
committee of 20 members, recruited
speakers for 20 sessions, coordinated
registration for 300 attendees, and
maintained communication with all 38
sections. Ali entered graduate school in
2015 where she assumed the role of
Region G MAL Representative. She
attended the MAL events at WE15 in
Nashville
and
has
encourages
members to get more involved in
outreach events in their local areas..
Region H—Diane Peters
I have been a SWE member for over 25
years, and a MAL for 10 years. During
this time, I’ve served SWE in many
different roles – within the MAL
organization, as a section officer, and
at the regional and Society level. I am
currently an Assistant Professor of
mechanical engineering at Kettering
University in Flint, MI.
Region i—Christi Patton Luks
Christi Patton Luks earned a BS in
Chemical Engineering from Texas A&M
University in 1981, a MS in Applied
Mathematics from the University of
Tulsa in 1988, and a PhD in Chemical
Engineering from the University of
Tulsa in 1993. Christi began her career
at Stauffer Chemical Company in Baton
(Continued on page 5)
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Rouge, LA and worked as a consultant for
Amoco in Tulsa, OK. She recently was
appointed Associate Teaching Professor at
Missouri University of Science & Technology
(MST) in Rolla, MO after 20 years teaching at
the University of Tulsa (TU).
Christi Luks has been active in SWE on a local
level throughout her career. She served as
faculty advisor for the TU SWE chapter and
received multiple awards on campus for her
work with the SWE chapter. At MST, she is
working with the student chapter to develop a
new outreach event for middle school girls later
this year. In her professional SWE activities,
after being a MAL for years in Tulsa, she helped
to form the Northeast Oklahoma SWE section
and served as their first treasurer and also their
2014-15 treasurer. She has returned to MAL
status due to a move to central Missouri. She
has served on the board of directors of ASEE,
and has been very involved in AIChE with a
particular focus on women’s initiatives and
global societal impact efforts.
Region J: Sara Hough
Sara Hough is a senior life member of the
Society of Women Engineers and is the Process
Safety Manager for the Shell Puget Sound
Refinery. She started her career as an
automation engineer and was named as Subject
Matter Expert for Alarm Management. Since
graduating from Auburn University with
Bachelors of Chemical Engineering in 2003,
Sara has become a recognized leader in alarm
management and safety systems.
Sara began in SWE as a collegiate, and has
served in a variety of roles ranging from section
nominating committee, section representative,
and section treasurer in the Baton Rouge and
Houston sections. Sara has been on SWE’s
Financial Audit Committee since FY11, and has
served as Region C Treasurer in FY14 and
FY15. Currently, Sara is chair-elect of the
Financial Audit Committee.
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MAL Alternate Representatives
Region A Alternate—none elected
Region B Alternate—none elected
Region C Alternate: Claire Shortall
Region D Alternate: Nancy Manley
Ms. Manley has been active in SWE since she
was an undergraduate. She’s the current Region
D MAL alternate rep and has held this position
(or MAL rep) from 2012 and also 1990 through
1994. When in areas with sections, she was
active in various capacities, including some
officer positions. She’s been a judge for various
SWE awards programs and will be heading up
the Professional Development Section awards
this year.
She currently is a General Engineer at Robins
AFB, GA, with over 40 years Federal experience.
She is a registered professional engineer in
Georgia and is Board Certified through the
American Academy of Environmental Engineers
and the American Academy of Water Resource
Engineers.
She has been active in other professional
engineering societies, including the Society of
American Military Engineers, the National Society
of Professional Engineers, and the American
Society of Civil Engineers.
Region E Alternate—none elected
Region F Alternate—none elected
Region G Alternate: Cynthia S Reid
Cynthia Reid is a 36-year employee at LORD
Corporation in Erie, Pa. She graduated from
Penn State with a BS in Mechanical Engineering
and is a registered professional engineer in
Pennsylvania. Her current position at LORD is
as a Staff Engineer in the Product Support
Engineering group where she supports inproduction and legacy fixed wing engine
mounting products. She is a member of SWE,
(Continued on page 6)
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ASME, SAE, and WAI. She led the
local ASME section during their
revitalization.
At LORD, she is
president of the Quarter Century Club,
heads the Outreach Committee and
volunteers
and/or
leads
several
outreach programs.
Outside of work,
she leads and plays in the Erie County
Clarinet Choir, plays in the Erie
Playhouse pit orchestra, works with
stained glass, and is enjoying
decorating her “new” 1874-built home.
She is married and has one grown son.
Region H Alternate: Anne Lucietto
I am a SWE Fellow for many years,
have served as the National Treasurer,
and a variety of other local, regional,
and national positions. Currently I am
an Assistant Professor of mechanical
engineering technology at Purdue
University in West Lafayette, IN.
Region I Alternate: none elected
Region J Alternate: Linda M S Thomas
Linda Thomas, F. SWE, and Life
Member, has been involved in SWE
leadership since 1997.
She is
recognized in SWE for her leadership in
Region J as a section officer, region
governor and on the board of directors
as Director of Regions. She is
employed with the Boeing Company as
an associate technical fellow with
expertise in materials engineering,
environmental engineering and system
safety when she combines these roles
to evaluate effects of environmental
regulations
on
product
design,
operation and maintenance. She is an
instructor at South Seattle College, and
an amateur musician and photographer.
Linda was appointed as SWE Fellow in
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2013, and was listed among “Women
Engineers You Should Know” in the
Spring 2016 SWE Magazine.
Awards Chair—Stacey Culver
Stacey Bright Culver is a life member
and Fellow of SWE. She has been
involved in local section, region and
Society levels throughout her SWE
career which started as a collegiate
member in 1977. She has been a MAL
since 2010, by choice, and has served
the MAL organization as the MAL
Awards Committee chair for the past
three years.
Outreach
Rahmani

Coordinator—Maryam

Maryam Rahmani is a seasoned sales
and
business
development
professional with over 23 years of
technology-sales, and sales leadership
experience. Maryam is a graduate of
University of Florida with a degree in
Electrical Engineering. She served as
a treasurer for SWE while at University
of Florida. She started her career in the
Bell system and transitioned quickly to
Sales where she has thrived for the
past 20 years.
Her track record
extends from individual contributor and
leadership roles at large companies like
Lucent to start-ups such as SS8. As an
entrepreneur, she started a certified
WBE consulting firm and assisted
multiple early stage start-ups with
business development initiatives. She
serves on the board of Society of High
Performance
Computing
for
Professionals (SHPCP). Maryam is
currently pursuing her Master of
Science in Cybersecurity Policy at
University of Maryland University
College. She is also a big advocate of
STEAM (STEM+Art) career for women.
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Seeking MAL New Faces
The New Faces of Engineering program strives
to “put a face” to what is often referred to as “the
stealth
profession”
by
highlighting
the
accomplishments of young engineers and the
impact of their work on society. The goal of the
program is to stimulate and encourage students
to explore the wide variety of exciting career
options available to engineers.
While details are not yet available for this
year’s nomination cycle, the criteria for SWE’s
New Faces are expected to remain the same as
in previous years. Candidates must be a SWE
member in good standing, aged 30 or less as of
December 31, 2015, and have an engineering
degree from a recognized U.S. college or
university or an equivalent international

engineering institution. The impact of the
engineering work for the betterment of society
seems to be a key component for selection.
Participation and leadership in SWE is also
highly desirable. Complete information is
expected to be available from SWE in
September.
In recent years, several MALs have been
recognized by SWE or other organizations in
the New Faces of Engineering program.
Suggestions for MALs to be considered for
nomination by the MAL organization for SWE’s
2016 New Faces program should be submitted
by September 1. If you believe you would be a
good candidate, please contact MAL Awards
Chair, Stacey Culver.

In Memoriam:
Susan Whatley (November 1935– July 2016)
By Claire Shortall, SWE-MAL Membership Coordinator

SWE Fellow and Past President Susan K. Whatley, a Gulf Coast Region
MAL, passed away peacefully on July 24 in Houston. Susan led the
Society from 1985-1986, the year the ten-region governing structure
became official, and was instrumental in stabilizing SWE’s finances and
moving the Society forward.
A reentry student herself following the death of her first husband, Susan
earned her B.S. degree in engineering science and mechanics at age 41,
followed by her M.S. three years later. She was a leader in the early
years of SWE’s Smoky Mountain Section while working at Oak Ridge
National Labs. As announced during the Society’s annual membership
meeting at WE15, Susan endowed a scholarship for reentry women
engineers last year.
Donations in her memory may be made to Society of Women Engineers, memo line: Susan and
Marvin Whatley Scholarship; mailed to SWE, 203 N. LaSalle St., Suite 1675, Chicago, IL 60601.
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Submit a Newsletter Article and Win an
Award!
By Emily Ongstad, SWE-MAL Vice President and Newsletter Editor

Since MALs are located in such geograph
ically diverse locations, communication is es
sential for the MAL organization. Every year,
the MALs award one person who has written
an exceptional article for our newsletter dur
ing the fiscal year the ‘MAL Newsletter Article
Award.’ We encourage you to consider your
strengths and experiences and to share your
insight with the MAL community through a

newsletter article. We are looking for articles
200—1000 words to include in future newslet
ters. A broad range of possible topics include,
but are not limited to your local outreach
events, career tips, leadership, mentoring in
your workplace, etc. If you would like to con
tribute, please send your articles to our
Newsletter Editor Emily Ongstad. This is your
newsletter!

WE16 Registration and Housing Now Open!
Come meet your fellow MALs at the Society
Conference in Philadelphia, PA! Housing and
registration are now open for WE16—Life’s
Variable: SWE’s Your Constant. MAL
representatives are required to attend the
MAL Summit and MAL meeting, so let our
president Debbie know if you will be attending
as well. All MALs are welcome at both the

summit and the MAL meeting! To make sure
you get the most out of the conference, check
out the article in this newsletter about
connecting at conferences on pg 14.
Check out the conference website for more
information, registration, and housing info.
We hope to see you there!

MAL Membership Increases for FY16
By Claire Shortall, SWE-MAL Membership Coordinator

Statistics from headquarters showed 857 paid
MALs for FY16, with 708 professionals and
149 collegiates. Those figures included 53
MALs (50 professionals and 3 collegiates)
who were later reassigned to the professional
section Memphis, chartered in April.
Almost half of the paid MALs for FY16 joined
SWE within the past three years. More than
80% have been SWE members for less than
ten years, while about 5% joined SWE more
than 35 years ago.
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Paid MAL membership increased 12% for
FY16, with professionals up 10% and
collegiates up 18%. However, when the MAL
figures are adjusted for newly formed
sections,
including
Memphis,
MAL
membership
increased
16%,
with
professionals up 11% and collegiates up
47%. Meanwhile, overall paid SWE
membership increased a modest 3% for
FY16, with professionals down 1% and
collegiates up 6%.
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New Sections Forming from MAL Areas
By Claire Shortall, SWE-MAL Membership Coordinator

We need a healthy and vital MAL organization so
that MALs feel connected to SWE and
empowered to support the Society’s mission. At
the same time, the MAL organization encourages
the formation of sections wherever there is
sufficient local interest among members to do so.
Alas, sections don’t just materialize. It takes
initiative and perseverance to identify others who
also want to make a difference, to develop a
diverse leadership team, and to build depth and
membership. Members need to be committed and
willing to work to organize a variety of programs
and activities for a proposed section to flourish.
But there is also much fun to be had, and the
rewards for building a team, meeting new people,
and serving stakeholders locally are tremendous.
During the fiscal year ended June 30, 2016, two
professional sections formed from the MALs:
Greater Lafayette Indiana, led by Ashley Stroup,
and Memphis, led by Sharon Rozzi. Members in
four other MAL locations indicated interest in
starting sections locally: Amarillo TX, Charleston
WV, Eureka/Arcata CA, and Fayetteville AR. If
you are near one of these areas and have not
heard about activities but want to become
involved, contact me to be connected with the
individual leading the proposed section.
If you would like to develop a professional section
in your community, or if you are enrolled at an
institution that does not have an active SWE
collegiate section and would like to organize one
for students on campus, contact me to get the
process started. Enhance your networking
opportunities and make a greater impact in your
community!

Proposed California Redwood Coast

After obtaining professional section formation
materials in November 2015, a small nucleus of
members and prospective members in northern
California gathered in December for a meeting led by
the collegiate section at Humboldt State University in
Arcata, CA. After holding its first official meeting in
January, the proposed California Redwood Coast
professional section is now well on its way. The
section will cover the Eureka/Arcata area and will
encompass communities served by ZIP codes
beginning with 955.
The fourth regularly scheduled meeting was held at
Mad River Brewery in Blue Lake on July 11. It was a
particularly productive and fun gathering and also a
surprise baby shower for Nicole Farrell, who is due
with her second child in August. The supportive
women pictured, from left to right, are: Lianna Winkler
-Prins, Nicole Farrell, Kirsten Thuresson (Mentorship
Program Coordinator), Jen Buck (President), Erika
Willor (Vice President), Penny Rogers (Secretary),
Desiree Edgar, Cristina Olivares, and Kendra Miers.
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WARNING: FIRST Is Addictive
By Mary Bonk Isaac, SWE-MAL Contributor

If you are a member at large who likes
doing outreach with young girls and
you can’t find anywhere to volunteer
that suits your available time, you’re
just looking in the wrong places!
Have you looked at what FIRST (For
Inspiration and Recognition of Science
and
Technology)
(http://
www.firstinspires.org/) might be able to
offer you?
What FIRST Offers SWE Members
FIRST is a great organization for the
Society of Women Engineers to affiliate
with because of its breadth and
diversity of opportunities in which SWE
members can interact with girls and
their influencers! Female FIRST
participants are encouraged to join
SWENext
and
coaches
are
encouraged to sign up as K-12
Educator members of SWE.
There are few such ubiquitous out-ofschool STEM programs which are
open to all kids on a continuum from K12, which also build teams around a
concept known as “co-opetition” and
“gracious professionalism”, and which
SWE members can interact with as a
group or individuals.
From FIRST LEGO League Jr. (ages 6
-9) to FIRST LEGO League (FLL)
(grades 4-8), then FIRST Tech
Challenge (FTC), and, finally, FIRST
Robotics Competition (FRC), the
program encompasses K-12, a primary
target group for SWE outreach. The
FLLs start in the summer and end the
following spring. FTC starts in the fall,
and the FRC season officially starts in
early January.
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The FIRST season culminates in April
at the World Championships in St.
Louis. Next year, two Championships
will be held due to high enough
participation levels that St. Louis is at
capacity for the tourism demands on
the Championship weekend, so they
will bring Houston back as the second
in 2017.
In many ways, FIRST programs are
comparable to playing freshmen, junior
varsity, and varsity sports. The
freshmen teams (FLLs, using LEGO
Mindstorm robots) are in steep learning
mode, but they need to think it is
mostly fun or they run away. JV teams
(FTC using 50# robot) are starting to
see a bigger picture and are practicing
skills on a fundamental level, while
varsity teams (FRC using 120# robot)
exhibit higher understanding and skill
levels that come with both practice and
understanding of their role on the team
and how it might translate to their
future.
All of the programs typically have a
different real-world thematic challenge
presented
each
year,
socially
contemporary and globally meaningful,
such as cleaning up the environment,
food safety, and others.
What SWE Members Can Do With
FIRST
SWE members can participate in
myriad ways (somewhat in order of
time commitment): coach, mentor,
referees, judges, inspectors, event
backroom (registration, etc.), and many
others mostly focused on delivering an
(Continued on page 11)
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event. I prefer the activities where I can interact
with the kids and the adults who are helping
them.
It is pretty easy to sign up to volunteer online
here: http://www.firstinspires.org/ways-to-help/
volunteer. You can choose a role, or let them
choose it for you depending on your availability.
Fair warning though: you will probably get
hooked!
During the San Diego Regional competition in
2015, I mentored a team virtually and set up a
booth to talk to kids and parents about SWE and
engineering, and do DesignSquad Nation’s
Touchdown activity for a few hours. In
December 2015, I spent about 4 hours
refereeing
an
FTC
practice/qualifying
tournament in San Diego, and then again in
January 2016.
SWENext/FIRST Women in Engineering
Reception
Most recently, I planned a women in
engineering reception for 150 high school girls,
and their coaches/mentors at the 10th San
Diego Regional FIRST competition on March 4,
2016, co-hosted with the San Diego SWE
section (B005) and San Diego Regional FIRST.
The local section provided the volunteer role
models and FIRST provided planning support,
girls, mentors, and guest speaker at the venue,
while I coordinated with FIRST on delivering the
event, including the activities and content. I was
also able to apply for and secure a Program
Development Grant for the dessert reception,
pins, prizes, and activity supplies.
As co-sponsors of the event, FIRST secured the
key speaker, Dr. Woodie Flowers from MIT, one
of FIRST’s “parents” (along with Dean Kamen),
who urged the girls to not be afraid to show their
smarts and take a seat at the table. He spoke of
the need to increase female representation in
engineering and technology and how FIRST
positively impacts that effort.
There were at least three other FIRST women in
engineering receptions on schedule for the rest

SWE members who supported the SWENext/FIRST
WiE reception, from left to right, Joan Fisher, Liz
Wong, Mary Isaac, and Kelly Seiler-Vocke.

of this season, with one at the Championship in
St. Louis. Our collaborations have clearly
strengthened the SWENext/FIRST bond. Even
if nothing else were to come of it, we have an
awesome pin design to use for future events!
Reception Objectives
This event had three objectives to SWE:
Connect female role models to potential
SWENext members
1) Connect SWE advocates to potential K-12
educator members who influence girls
2) Deepen SWE’s partnership with FIRST
With respect to the first objective, we wanted to
have 15-20 role models participate in the event
with at least 100 girls. We also wanted to share
what we could offer them through SWENext
and provided flyers and pins, along with a brief
presentation with links and QR codes to more
info, which girls and coaches snapped or linked
to using their phones.
Neither FIRST nor SWE wanted to take the girls
away from their primary purpose for being at the
venue, which was a regional competition in
which they were doing hands-on problemsolving.
While most of SWE’s outreach
initiative emphasize guiding hands-on activities
with middle school females, by high school, our
focus must shift to “setting the engineering and
(Continued on page 12)
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technology hook”.
In high school, girls want to see that
they might fit in particular communities,
especially as related to what they might
do for the rest of their lives. If they don’t
see anyone who looks like them in the
room, that is an immediate turn-off for
most. If who they see are over-the-top
geeky, with no social awareness, that
turns off a few more, etc.
Since we really only had about an hour
in which to accomplish a lot (including
nibbling
on
extremely
yummy
desserts!), we divvied it up into talking
AT and talking WITH phases. Pump
them up by telling stories of what can
be, make them laugh and think
engineering’s fun or cool, then shift to
helping them solve problem with other
girls and role models to see how
powerful and masterful they can be.
So, we spoke to them for about 25
minutes about SWE and FIRST and
engineering and technology careers,
and then they broke into teams for The
Marshmallow
Challenge
http://
www.tomwujec.com/design-projects/
marshmallow-challenge/, where they
were challenged to build the tallest
structure from 20 sticks of spaghetti, a
yard of strong, and a yard of tape that
would support a single marshmallow on
top.
Event Outcome
We had about 125 girls, 15 coaches
and/or team mentors, and 5 volunteers,
which was the short pole in the tent. I
lobbied for the event to be held at end
of the day, after 5, to encourage
volunteers who may be nervous about
asking for the time off, but we ended up
in early midafternoon, which may have
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influenced volunteer participation.
Although the volunteer participation
was less than optimal, it worked
because the event was less than an
hour and a half long, which didn’t really
allow
time
for
much
in-depth
interactions anyway with either the girls
or their coaches/mentors (objective 2).
This was known ahead of time since
FIRST did not want to take the girls
away from their designated work for
that long, particularly the all-girl teams,
and we knew we would be sacrificing
that, but we all agreed it was more
important to get ANY positive role
models in front of the girls!
Most of the interactions during the
reception had to do with defining
constraints on the building activity, but
several of the girls led us on a postreception tour of the pit which was very
informative
for
both
girls
and
volunteers.
Two teams won prizes (selfie sticks and
remote Bluetooth fobs) and fun was
had by all! Whether we saw an uptick
of SWENext signups after the event is
unknown, but the girls all seemed to
enjoy the event and several came up to
speak with us afterwards.
We also spoke with several coaches
and area FIRST coordinators about
having similar events in their areas next
year, so believe we met the objective of
connecting to potential K-12 educator
members. Again, whether there was an
uptick in K-12 educator members is
currently unknown, but the few we
spoke with said they intended to sign
up.

(Continued on page 13)
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Moving Forward with FIRST
We are in discussions about conducting a survey
after this FIRST season ends (shortly) to discover
the degree of FIRST/SWE involvement we don’t
even know about, so we can reach out to those
girls proactively through SWENext.
If any of the girls or adults signed up for
SWENext, they will also be invited to join a new
Facebook group called SWENexters. It already
has nearly 600 members, and promises
connections with all sorts of SWE members, but
particularly undergraduate members to high
school SWENexters
Additionally, the survey will go to the adult
coaches and mentors to examine ways we can
engage more girls and their influencers through
our interactions with them, perhaps through
coaching modules focused on why girls (and
other underrepresented groups) need such focus
and how to increase their engagement.
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energy, to volunteering for a local or regional
event as a referee or inspector.
If readers want to do a similar event to mine, they
may contact me at mbonkisaac@gmail.com.
Best Practices for SWENext/FIRST Reception
Next Season
Start planning at least three months prior to the
event and have your request for funding
submitted at least two months prior. Partner with
FIRST and perhaps another organization, such
as another SWE professional or collegiate
section, a NSBE, SPE, or AISES chapter, or even
Girls Inc. or Girl Scouts of the USA.
Have desserts, especially chocolate. Try to have
event after work hours but before kids have left
venue for day to maximize volunteers. Encourage
girls and/or parents to sign up for SWENext and
coaches and mentors to sign up as K-12
Educator members. Have fun!

Advice for Members At Large Interested in
FIRST
Go to a Championship if you can! They are a
cross between ComiCon and WWF, only for
robotics enthusiasts who love cosplay! Check out
FIRST’s website for volunteer opportunities. Get
involved in some fashion, either through coaching
or mentoring a team if you have the time and

Explore Engineering Event Supported by PDG
By Mary Bonk Isaac, SWE-MAL Contributor

Thanks in large part to a Program Development
Grant secured by Dana Day of the Pacific
Northwest section (region J), on Sunday
afternoon February 21st, following the ABJ joint
region conference in Seattle, 150 middle school
girls and 75 parents and educators joined
approximately 35 SWE members for an afternoon
of learning more about and doing engineering,
called Explore Engineering. It was a beautiful
afternoon following a rainy weekend, and the big

windows showed everyone what they were
missing outside, but no one was complaining
about attending!
Although it was slightly shorter than a typical four
hour outreach event, the participants still had the
opportunity to experience many similar activities
to those provided at the Invent it. Build it. event
which follows the Society’s annual conference: an
exposition demonstrating or highlighting different
(Continued on page 14)
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local STEM resources, a Parent and
Educator program (PEP), and two
different hands-on activities for the girls,
all under the guidance of collegiate and
professional SWE members. This
model has already become standard for
several region conferences and will
likely continue in the future, regardless
of any changes to the governance
structure.
For the first half hour, participants
visited booths representing Seattle
companies who specialize in STEM outof-school activities, particularly summer
programs, including IGNITE Worldwide
http://www.igniteworldwide.org/,
Techbridge
Girls
http://
www.techbridgegirls.org/,
DigiPen
Institute
of
Technology
https://
projectfun.digipen.edu/summerprograms/,
ID
Tech
https://
www.idtech.com/tech-camps/,
UW
Summer
Youth
Program
http://
www.summer-camp.uw.edu/, Challenge
Island
Seattle
http://challengeisland.com/neseattle/, and StemBox
http://www.mystembox.com/.
In the girls session, under the
leadership of San Diego section
member Liz Wong (region B), the girls
designed and built an aircraft capable of
landing two marshmallow astronauts
safely, along with constructing costefficient packaging for fragile cookies so
that they could withstand destructive
testing. Concurrently, the adults heard
about:
 the
Society and careers in
engineering from members Carina
Hahn (region B/J) and Amanda
Bullerwell (region F)
 unconscious bias and how it relates
to
female
engagement
in
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engineering and technology from
member-at-large Mary Isaac (region
B)
 advice from a panel on preparing
for college, including University of
Washington’s Academic Counselor
Brenda Larson and graduate
electrical engineering student Paula
Cieszkiewicz, along with Theresa
Britschgi from Washington State
Opportunity Scholarship (WSOS).
Local section member Debra
Coleman moderated the panel,
which was very engaged (and
engaging) and lively.
Isaac and Bullerwell also piped in
frequently with their insights as
managers
of
engineers
in
predominantly
male
organizations
about the issues that females are
confronted with daily, yet manage to
overcome and still be successful.
Isaac spoke for 45 minutes about the
influence that parents’ and early
educators’ concepts of appropriate
gender roles has on children, especially
girls, when it comes to careers in
science
and
technology.
She
suggested two approaches for parents
and teachers to help girl get and stay
engaged
in
engineering
and
technology:
 Girls statistically have greater
perfectionist tendencies than boys,
and stress more about not being
perfect. They are more reluctant
than boys to try something
unfamiliar or risky, such as raising
their hand to answer a question in
class. Adults tend to cut boys more
slack for grades than girls and
encourage them more to take risks,
broaden their horizons. Parents and
(Continued on page 15)
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educators need to provide an environment
which allows girls to be less than perfect.
Isaac calls it “B for balance”.
 Salary, or rather ‘earning a living’ is an
important discussion to begin to have with
both girls and boys, but perhaps more so
girls in that they are generally the ones who
often bear the larger juggling burden of
parenthood and career, they are the
significantly more common single parent,
and females have a longer life expectancy
than males.
Parents and educators should encourage both
girls and boys to look at one of the most
lucrative careers with only a four year degree.
They should encourage them to not sacrifice
personal economics for doing something they
love, rather to broaden the possibilities of what
they love, to include a degree in a field where
they have infinite career possibilities to love
what they do.
She cautioned parents that she didn’t think they
really wanted their daughters “moving back
home to live in their basements” after earning a
degree
in
psychology
or
international
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economics.
Parents and educators rejoined the girls as they
shared their prototypes and experiences with
each other, and both gave the program a
resounding thumbs-up.
Several first-time
volunteers said they would absolutely do it
again because they got so much out of the
interactions. This event offered confirmation
that adding an outreach event to the tail end of
a WE local conference has much potential for
both community and member engagement.

UW grad student Paula Cieskiewicz, PEP Program
lead Mary Isaac, and panelist Theresa Britschgi
(WSOS).
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Make New Friends but Keep the Old:
Connecting at Conferences
By Jennifer Cooper, SWE-MAL Region D Representative and Website and Social
Media Coordinator

Conferences are a great time to
connect with old friends that you may
have moved away from or just may not
get to see that often, but they are also
a great time to meet new friends.
There are lots of opportunities at SWE
conferences and workshops to meet
new people and make new friends.
1) Sign up for a Social Event or TourThis is a great way to meet new
people
and
strike
up
a
conversation. You can usually find
a common interest from the social
event or tour to strike up a
conversation.
“Do you like country music? Who is
your favorite artist?”-From the
WE15 Grand Ole Opry Event
2) Volunteer!-Another
great
conversation starter over a shared
interest is volunteering at one of
the outreach events at the SWE
conferences.
Plus
they
are
awesome!
3) Eat and Be Brave- Have a meal at
a table with someone you do not
know. There are some great
lunches,
dinners,
networking
events at SWE conferences and
meetings. We tend to gravitate
towards those we know, but go
ahead and sit at that table with
those you do not and introduce
yourself.
4) Go Bold and Get a Roommate (or
2)- If you are really brave, go bold
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and ask online or through emails to
be paired with a roommate that you
may not know. You will meet some
interesting people and learn a lot
about yourself in the process.
Now that you have some ideas on how
to meet new people and make new
friends at conferences. Don’t forget
about scheduling a time to connect
with old friends as well.
1) Find out ahead of time which of
your friends are coming to the
conference, when, and how long
they are staying.
2) Schedule time for lunch, dinner,
coffee, or some other shenanigans.
3) Attend a friend’s presentation
4) Rideshare to or from the airport (or
make it a road trip to the
conference location)
5) Try an extended stay with a
vacation after the conference
Try out these tips next time you attend
a conference and workshop and see
how your circles of friends shine. Don’t
forget to follow up with new and old
friends after conference letting them
know it was nice to meet them or see
them again and that you would like to
keep in touch and hopefully meet again
at a future conference.
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MAL Leadership Contacts
MAL Officers
President

Debbie Jacklitch-Kuiken debbie_jacklitch@yahoo.com

Vice President

Emily Ongstad

emily.ongstad@gmail.com

Secretary

Beth Mellott

beth.mellott@gmail.com

Treasurer

Claire Shortall

claire.shortall@yahoo.com

Open
Lorna Holt
Victoria Tinsley
Olivia LeBlanc
Jennifer Seals Cooper
Beth Mellott
Brianna Sporbert
Ali Anderson
Diane Peters
Christi Patton Luks
Sara Hough

lornaholt@me.com
tori04@gmail.com
oleblanc@olinbc.com
jennnifer.cooper@swe.org
beth.mellott@gmail.com
bsporbert@boydtech.com
akowalsk@mix.wvu.edu
dpeters@kettering.edu
Pattonluks@gmail.com
sara.hough@shell.com

MAL Representatives
MAL-A
MAL-B
MAL-C (1)
MAL-C (2)
MAL-D
MAL-E
MAL-F
MAL-G
MAL-H
MAL-I
MAL-J

MAL Alternate Representatives
MAL-C
MAL-D
MAL-G
MAL-H
MAL-J

Claire Shortall
Nancy Manley
Cynthia S Reid
Anne Lucietto
Linda MS Thomas

claire.shortall@yahoo.com
nancy.manley@us.af.mil
cynthia_reid@lord.com
anne.lucietto@sbcglobal.net
lindamsthomas@gmail.com

MAL Committee Chairs/Coordinators
Awards Chair
Stacey Culver
Financial Assessment Chair Sara Hough
Leadership Coach
Beth Posey-Leonhard
Membership Coordinator Claire Shortall
Newsletter Editor
Emily Ongstad
Outreach Coordinator
Maryam Rahmani
Website and Social Media Jennifer Cooper
Coordinator

staceyc@gatheringwaters.com
sara.hough@shell.com
bethpl07@gmail.com
claire.shortall@yahoo.com
emily.ongstad@gmail.com
maryamrahmani@mac.com
jenniferseaslcooper@gmail.com

Stay Connected!
As a MAL, it can be difficult to stay connected to SWE. Find us on social media and
online to stay in the know about MAL and the Society!

Help Wanted!
Region A Representative: There is currently a
vacancy in the Region A Representative position. If
you are interested in filling this position, please
contact the President, Debbie Jacklitch-Kuiken.
Newsletter Contributors: Looking for articles 2001000 words to include in future newsletters. A broad
range of possible topics include but are not limited to
your local outreach events, career tips, leadership,
mentoring in your workplace, etc. The MAL awards

committee will select the best newsletter article award
each fiscal year. Additionally, authors of all published
articles are eligible for the newsletter contributor
drawing. If you would like to contribute, please send
your articles to our editor, Emily Ongstad. This is your
newsletter!

MAL Calendar
WE16, Philadelphia, PA

October 27-29

MAL Summit

October 26

MAL Meeting

October 27

SWE MAL New Faces Nominations Due

September 1

